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ABTech Designs Custom Thickness Gage for Engine Bearing Manufacturer
October 2014 - ABTech was approached to develop a custom thickness gage for a major US
engine manufacturer. The need was for a gage that could measure thickness variation on
engine bearing halves before and after Dyno
testing to determine wear patterns and evaluate
new materials and coatings. The gage needed to
have an accuracy of 0.25 microns or better, and a
resolution of .025 microns.
The MicroForm µFG150 gage platform with a rotary
air bearing table was used as the foundation for the
gage to precisely rotate the bearing part.
ABTech engineers leveraged existing component
designs where possible, with modifications made to
the adjustable tilt and center worktable assembly and vertical height adjustments. Completely
new designs were needed for a quick part holding device; air actuation and controller for the
probes; and a manual rotational drive mechanism.
One of the main challenges of this project was to provide the
specified accuracy over a large thickness range requiring the
development of miniature encoded linear air bearing stages to
perform as the sensors. Two of these stages were used to
trace the inner and outer surfaces of the bearings, creating a
map of the part’s thickness. Multiple traces made at different
heights of the bearing are then overlaid and analyzed relative
to each bearing’s unique tolerance window as defined by the
operator in the custom gage software.
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The project from final scope definition to gage delivery took less than ten months to
complete. Installation and training at the manufacturer’s research and development facility
was performed in one day with actual parts off the Dyno being tested the same day.
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ABTech Inc is a privately held "small business" located in Swanzey, New Hampshire specializing in
the design and manufacture of turnkey metrology gage systems and motion components. We design
and build the most stable and robust metrology gages combining nanometer accurate, smooth and
absolutely repeatable air bearings with state-of-the-art electronics and custom application-specific
software to measure and assemble precision aerospace, aircraft, automotive, optics, semiconductor,
turbine and other precision industrial parts to the tightest tolerances
ABTech’s gages and air-bearing technologies are used around the world in prominent research
facilities, universities and advanced manufacturing operations for highly accurate complex geometry
measurement.
“Pride in Precision” is more than just our motto, it’s the way we do business. Through our expert
engineering and application support, precision manufacturing, and responsive customer service you’re
ensured delivery of the highest quality products to help your company prosper.
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For more information on ABTech’s metrology gages and custom capabilities, contact:
ABTech Inc, 126 Monadnock Highway, Swanzey, NH 03446 USA
Phone: 603-358-6431 Email: info@abtechmfg.com Web: www.abtechmfg.com
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